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with steam engines knows that the standards of comparison
are the Carnot Cycle and the Bankine Cycle, that is to say,
these two ideal cycles of operation are the standards by which
actual engines are best judged. It would be unfair to com-
plain of any engine which gave a thermal efficiency of
0-27 when that Ideally possible for the temperatures employed
was only 0*30, indeed such an engine must be greatly
to any yet constructed, and although 27 cent, efficiency
does, It Is true, mean that 73 per cent, of the energy Is wasted,
•27
yet In reality the engine is a very	one as it	— ,
*3u
i.e. 90 per cent, of what is ideally	It is	of
90 per cent, which should really be	to.
of 0-27  gives little information,  but  the	of  &0 per
cent, shows at once that unless the	of	be
altogether changed there Is only 10 per	to
upon.   In a steam engine the endeavour Is to
hot and so prevent the condensation
to fall below its possible level.   In a gas	on the
trary, the endeavour is to cool the cylinder to	the
from jamming and otherwise working badly.
is here a marked difference in operation^
it becomes necessary to devise new	of
suitable to the working of gas engines.
There are Three Ideal Standard Cretes, vis. — -/
L The constant temperature type.
 2.	The const-ant pressure type,
 3.	The constant volume type.
Each of these has been investigated by a	ap-
pointed by the Institution of Civil Engineers?	as It is
desirable to avoid a multiplicity of	of
the same thing, the author will follow	the
they recommend.
39. The Constant Temperature Type*— In an	of
this type, all the heat Is taken in at the
and all is afterwards rejected at the
' is what has been defined above as the Carnot Cycle,        it
be proved that for the same temperature	no
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